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Abstract. This paper presents and discusses the use of an agent-oriented
context-aware platform to support the interactions of the participating
actors of communities of practice in the health care domain. Our work is
based on a scenario where communities of practice are applied in a hospital to enhance the knowledge sharing among the hospital staff members who share interests and goals. An agent-oriented modeling language
(AORML) is used to support the analysis of contextual information and
interaction between participating actors in the context-aware services
platform. The chosen supporting platform is a context-aware services
platform that uses semantic web services and runs on top of 3G networks.

1

Introduction

In this work, we discuss a context-aware approach for supporting communities
of practice (CoPs). CoPs are today an established concept in the Knowledge
Management (KM) field and have also been applied in practice in many organizational settings [1]. These communities are groups of individuals (organization members) that share interests, personal affinity and trust. Current research
in Distributed Knowledge Management [2, 3] has emphasized the use of CoPs,
recognizing the benefits of social interactions on knowledge creation and sharing,
within organizational daily practices and long-term projects.
Context-Aware computing allows software applications to use information
beyond those directly provided as input by users [4]. This facilitates the use of
these applications by minimizing user intervention, and increases their independency in gathering and processing relevant information. The understanding of
the concepts of context and contextual information and the relations between
?
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both is essential to explore the possibilities of context-aware computing. Some
definitions for context can be found in the literature [9]. For instance, in Information Bases context is considered as a conceptual entity that describes a group
of other conceptual entities from a particular standpoint [10]. In the Artificial
Intelligence community, context appears as means of partitioning a knowledge
base into manageable sets or as logical construct that facilitates reasoning activities [11]. For what concerns to context-aware computing, the important aspects
of context is related to where you are, who you are with, and what resources
are nearby [12]. In a more generic way, a Context is depicted by any significant
information (contextual information) that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity can a person, place, or object that is considered
relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user
and applications themselves [4].
Agents have gained a strong focus in the past few years, especially concerning
enabling technology for organizational settings [5]. In our perspective, the agent
paradigm is suitable for our work in at least two different ways: a) regarding
communities of practice, by providing a suitable metaphor used for modeling
KM domains (i.e. representing humans and organizations) and systems; and b)
taking the most current definition of context-aware systems, agents seem to be
a natural technological approach to model and develop them.
Although agents seem to comply perfectly with the requirements of developing the application proposed here, we argue that having the right abstraction is
not enough for guaranteeing the development of adequate solutions. For that,
consistent software engineering methods and languages are needed. In this particular paper, we test the usability of the Agent-Object-Relationship Modeling
Language (AORML)[6] for modeling the application.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we relate context-awareness
and agents, and introduce the proposed context-aware platform. Section 3 presents
a scenario used here as a case study. Section 4 presents the AORML notation.
Section 5 exemplifies models of the scenario of Section 3 with the use of AORML.
Section 6 discusses the applicability of AORML for context-aware systems modeling. And finally, section 7 concludes this paper.

2

Context-aware platform architecture

In our daily life we use implicit situational information, or context, to guide our
interactions and behaviors and to better understand the surrounding environment. This kind of situation is very helpful in human-human conversations. Contrarily, when we get into traditional human-computer interaction, human users
have to explicitly input the required data for computation to perform. Improvement in computer’s ability to gather and process context increases the richness
of human-machine communication and the possibility for more useful computational services [4]. With the dissemination of mobile and ubiquitous computing,
where user’s context changes rapidly, the use of context is increasingly important and a new class of applications, referred as context-aware applications, has

Fig. 1. Traditional versus context-aware application processes

emerged. Applications of this new type are able to detect, interpret and respond
to specific aspects of the user’s context, which can change, especially as a result
of the user mobility [13]. Figure 1 depicts two schemas, showing the difference
between traditional and context-aware systems.
According to Fig. 1, in traditional software applications, the application receives user input data, performs some processing, and returns a result. Consequently, when receiving a given input twice the processing will lead to the same
output in both times. In context-aware application, the interactions among applications, users and the surrounding environment can be richer because additionally to direct and explicit user inputs, the system also has access to contextual
information from providers and/or sensors. Therefore, identical sets of explicit
user input data can produce different outputs since contextual information is
considered in the processing and context can change over time, or at the time of
each system invocation. As we can note, this schema is very related to the most
common illustrations of an agent [7], typically showing an agent as living in an
environment from which it senses input data (by sensors) and in which it provokes changes (using effectors). By comparison, in agent-oriented systems, the
context providers can be related to agent’s sensors, or else other agents populating the environment. Considering such similarities in the description of agents
and context-aware systems leads to the intuition of the appropriateness of using
the former as a development paradigm concerning the latter.

2.1

The context-aware services platform (CASP)

In general, context awareness allows applications to use information beyond those
directly provided as input by users, minimizing user intervention, and increasing
applications independency in gathering and processing relevant information.
However, we should note that context-aware applications and context-aware
platforms uncover several architectural design challenges, particularly related
to some of the characteristics of this kind of systems. For example, issues such
as context gathering, context storage and monitoring, context modeling and
interpretation, and context-aware service discovery are examples of the new kind
of requirements that have to be treated by the supporting platform, providing
flexibility and automation. Particularly, in our platform Web Services technology
has been used to implement distributed context-aware services [14].
The chosen Context-Aware Services Platform (CASP) [8] provides an infrastructure support for rapid creation and deployment of context-aware services.
The platform offers dynamic service discovery, dynamic deployment of new services and context gathering from third party context providers or sensors.
The CASP supports the use of semantically annotated web services aiming
at adding flexibility and more intelligent behavior. The semantic annotation
for the terms of service descriptions and exchanged messages is provided using
ontologies. Both flexibility and intelligent behavior are achieved since semantic
annotation in services descriptions and message exchanges brings support for
automatic service discovery, selection, composition and negotiation as long as
inference capabilities through terms used in the messages and descriptions.
The CASP, depicted in figure 2, interacts with three types of external entities:
client applications, context providers and services providers. Services providers
publish descriptions of services to be offered by the platform. These descriptions
are classified in the platform as task ontologies and are stored in a Task Ontology Registry which can be either part of the platform or an external repository.
Task ontologies are not related to any actual implementation of web services and
provide a description of how a task (or service) can be performed, how a task
can be decomposed and the ordering and flow of interactions among the component sub-tasks. Client applications are platform’s clients and interact with the
platform by subscribing to task ontologies made available previously by service
providers. The subscribed task ontologies take advantage of context providers
to supply information about changes in their environment. The platform provides a mechanism to allow clients to list available task ontologies and their
details and to subscribe to these task ontologies. Context providers supply contextual information to the platform concerning client’s context. The platform
is open for to new kinds of third party context providers and to new kinds of
sensing mechanisms. In order to accomplish the tasks required by the client applications, service providers also register their offers of services in the platform
relating them to task ontologies and/or sub-tasks of the task ontologies. After
the registration of the offered services the platform is able to discover the services based on client’ requirements. In an example of the platform operation, a
client application subscribes to a task ontology to indicate an available physi-

Fig. 2. The context-aware services platform

cian for an appointment. The platform, then, receives the relevant contextual
information about the user. In this case the required contextual information are
user’s location and the available hours for the appointment. The platform, then,
selects services that could provide a list of physicians and their locations and
services that perform the appointment scheduling.
Figure 2 shows the context-aware services platform’s main architectural components which are explained as follows:
– Monitor - Responsible for interpreting and managing the client application’s
subscriptions. Since the platform is aware of the changes in the user environment, it is responsible to respond to these changes and invoke the services
related to the client application’s subscriptions. In order to accomplish these
tasks, the Monitor uses information provided by the Context Interpreter and
the Registries;
– Context Interpreter - Gathers contextual information from Context Providers
and manipulates the contextual information. Since different types of communication protocols and in semantically different formats can be used between context providers and the platform, the Context Interpreter acts as
an adaptation layer, making the gathered information uniformly available to
the other platform components;

– Service Manager - Provides service supporting functions to the platform,
e.g., service description publishing, service discovery and selection, service
composition and service execution;
– Registry Manager - Provides to the Service Manager components a homogeneous interface to the registries used by the platform. The Registry Manager
concentrates the access to the registries on a single point, i.e., if a platform
component needs information available in a registry, it accesses the registry
through the Registry Manager. Since the platform can registries can be either internal or external to the platform, this component is responsible to
deal with the different interfaces and communication protocols of the associated registries and provide an unique interface to the other components of
the platform;
– User Registries - Consist of the Client Profile Registry and the Context
Database Registry and supply information related to each platform’s client,
e.g., client profile data and the contextual information history are stored in
the Client Profile Registry and the ContextDB Registry, respectively;
– Semantic Service Descriptions Registry - Responsible for storing semantic
service descriptions published by service providers and the context-aware
platform. This component allows the addition, update and deletion of semantic service descriptions.;
– Domain Ontologies Registry - Stores the semantic annotations for the terms
used in service descriptions, application subscriptions, contextual information and message exchanges among platform’s participants and platform’s
components;
– Task Ontologies Registry - Stores the Task Ontologies, which provide a model
of the involved tasks and their relations to perform a given functionality. The
client applications subscribe to these task ontologies. The Service Manager
component uses this model to search for a service that completely supports
the client’s subscription or to infer possible compositions of services that
correspond to the functionality subscribed;

3

A Community of Practice Scenario

Our work in this paper is based on the following scenario description, describing
a fictitious situation in which CoPs are applied. The following scenario is later
used both by illustrating how context-aware applications could be useful in this
setting, and also as a basis for the demonstration of the use of AORML for
analysis of context information and interactions between the participating actors.
“The ABC hospital supports the Distributed Knowledge Management approach, sponsoring the development of Communities of Practice (CoPs) across
the hospital units. These communities are self-organizing groups whose members
share interests and goals, or perform similar tasks within the hospital. Thus, their
members are not necessarily from the same working team or unit, i.e., members
of one community can be surgeons, general physicians and nurses.
In this setting, new communities naturally emerge, and the hospital management fostered their formation by providing support to their initial configuration.

This has been achieved with the following measures: i) in the initial configuration, the CoPs have been organized reflecting the division of medical specialties
or hospital sectors, e.g., cardiology, neurology, nursery, among others; and then,
ii) a context-aware application named Interact was then deployed, supporting
the emergence of new CoPs, based on interactions between members of each
unit.
Interact can be seen as a Client of the CASP platform, and uses an existing
service named FindAFriend to find, on behalf of a member, some collaborators
among the hospital staff that may share interests with him/her. Interact allows
the communities’ members to fill in their profiles and interact with each other by
sending e-mails, submitting comments to newsgroups and using instant messaging. The members’ profiles and the information embedded on their interactions
(exchanged messages, comments, opinions, among others) are considered as contextual information. This contextual information is analyzed by FindAFriend,
which identifies related interests, cognitive and social characteristics for creating
new CoPs.”
In this example scenario, the need for a modeling approach to guide the
analysis of the participating actors, their interactions and contextual information emerged. The following section presents our chosen modeling language and
models of this scenario.

4

Agent-Object-Relationship Modeling Language
(AORML)

The Agent-Object-Relationship (AOR) modeling approach [6] is based on an ontological distinction between active and passive entities, that is, between agents
and objects. This helps to capture the semantics of complex processes, having
agents represent the actors of a given scenario, and objects playing the role of
the artifacts manipulated by the domain actors. In AORML, an entity can be an
agent, an event, an action, a claim, a commitment, or an ordinary object. Agent
and object form, respectively, the active and passive entities, while actions and
events are the dynamic entities of the system model. Commitments and claims
establish a special type of relationship between agents where a commitment
refers to a specific action to be performed and a claim refers to a specific action
event that ought to happen[6].
These concepts are fundamental components of social interaction processes
and can explicitly help to achieve coherent behavior when these processes are
semi or fully automated. Besides, AOR models human, artificial and institutional
agents. Institutional agents are usually composed of a number of human, artificial, or other institutional agents that act on its behalf. Organizations, such as
companies, government institutions and universities are modeled as institutional
agents, allowing us to model the rights and duties of their internal agents.This
paper is focused on the exemplification of AOR external model, which provides
the means for an analysis of the application domain. Typically, it has a focus
that is an agent, or a group of agents, for which we would like to develop a

Fig. 3. Scenario modeled using the AOR Agent Diagram

state and behavior model. An external model may comprise one or more of
the following diagrams: Agent Diagrams (ADs), Interaction Sequence Diagrams
(ISDs), Interaction Frame Diagrams (IFDs), and Interaction Pattern Diagrams
(IPDs). Some of these diagrams will be explained and exemplified in the following section. For further reference, we refer to [6] and to the AOR website:
http://aor.rezearch.info/.

5

Scenario Modeling with AORML

We start modeling the scenario introduced in the previous section by representing the active entities (agents) and their relations. Figure 3 presents an AOR
agent diagram, depicting the scenario’s agents using UML stereotypes on top of
the rounded-box representing each agent. The agents can be artificial, human
or institutional agents. Table 1 describes the human and institutional domain
agents while Table 2 presents the artificial agents of the system.

Table 1. Human and Institutional Domain Agents
Agent
Description
HospitalABC Represents the organization where the CoPs are developed in our scenario.
CoP
Represents the communities of practive created within
and across the units of the Hospital ABC.
Management Fosters CoPs within the Hospital ABC.
Medical Spe- Serve as basis for the creation of the first CoPs.
cialty
Member
Is the CoPs’ participants and the actual users of the
context-aware system.
Table 2. Artificial Agents
Agent
Description
CASP Plat- Platform that supports context-aware services used by
form
our Interact application.
Interact
Application that is used by the CoP members to interact
with each other, and to receive suggestions about the
creation of new CoPs.
AllPersonnel Provides contextual information gathered from Interact
CP
to the CASP platform.
FindAFriend Uses contextual information of the Members to propose
the creation of new CoPs.
Service
Offers their services by registering the services descripProvider
tion to the CASP platform.
Context
Provides contextual information gathered by sensors or
Provider
third party context providers.
Client
Accesses services through CASP, being the actual enduser application.

Fig. 4. Exemplifying a prototypical situation of the domain with the help of an AORML
ISD

Fig. 5. ISD showing service request and execution

5.1

Interaction Modeling

A concrete example of use of the FindAFriend Service is depicted in an AORML
Interaction Sequence Diagram (ISD) of Figures 4 and 5.
In Fig. 4, a cardio-vascular surgeon named Ronald exchanges e-mails (SendEmail messages) through Interact with Sanny (a plastic surgeon) about the implications of a particular plastic surgery procedure in a cardio-vascular condition.
Although they are from different medical specialties, thus from different initial
CoPs, they are married (social characteristic) and share common professional
interests. As a result of this email exchange, the CASP Platform receives some
contextual information (see all messages among Interact, AllPersonnelCP and
CASP). This contextual information represents the triggering condition necessary for the execution of a service to evaluate the requirements for creating a new
CoP that encompasses the involved interests. This can be noted in the last part
of the ISD of Fig. 4, where we embedded an Interaction Pattern Diagram (IPD).
This IPD represents some of the internal processing of the AllPersonnelCP, in
which the R1 circle represents a reaction rule and the ContextInformation box
is an internal object of this agent. Table 3 presents the textual representation of
the R1 rule.
According to Table 3, when the AllPersonnelCP receives a new source of
context, it checks if there is enough context information of the interacting users,
i.e. Ronald and Sanny. (in practice, this can be done by setting some kind of
threshold, for example, enough could be considered as “10 new context sources
related to a user since the last time CASP has been contacted”). If this condition

Table 3. R1 Reaction Rule’s Textual Description
ON

Event

IF
THEN

Condition
Action

RECEIVE SubmitCxtSource (?Source)
FROM ?Interact
EnoughCtxInfo(?CtxInformation)
SEND SendUserCtx (?Ctx) TO ?CASP &
SEND SendFlagCtxProvided TO ?Interact

is true, then AllPersonnelCP sends CASP the users’ contextual information, and
then sends a flag to Interact, indicating that context has been provided to CASP.
This flag triggers Interact’s contacting the CASP Platform to request services,
starting the process depicted in the ISD of Figure 5.
Figure 5 basically presents all messages exchanged between Interact and the
CASP Platform and between the CASP Platform and FindAFriend in order to
provide to the users the service that suggests the formation of new communities.
Note that the delivery of such recommendation to the users has been suppressed
here. Basically, after the last message submitted to Interact (the SendSrvResult
message), Interact suggests to all users present in LstFriends to collaborate,
creating a new CoP.
In the ISD of Fig. 5, the AOR commitment construct is exemplified. A commitment entitled provideSrv is automatically created between Interact and the
CASP Platform when CASP acknowledges a request for a service execution has
been received (AckReqSrv message). This commitment guarantees that after a
certain amount of time (to be defined by the designer), CASP will either provide
the requested service or, at least, send a ’service execution failed’ message. As
depicted in Fig. 5, these two messages form the parameters of the provideSrv
commitment, connected by an XOR diamond indicating that either of these two
messages lead to the fulfillment of this commitment. Any other result consequently fails the established commitment.

6

Discussion

After experimenting the AOR modeling approach in our fictitious scenario, we
found it to be quite suitable to model context aware systems.
First, AORML presents the advantage of modeling both active and passive
entities of the scenario, differentiating between agents (active entities) and objects (passive entities). Most other agent-oriented approaches (like Gaia [7] and
OperA [5]) only consider agents, while object-oriented works focus mainly on
objects. We found the combination of both agents and objects to be very useful, since in context-aware applications, not all entities should be represented as
agents, but only those that have intentionality. The resources used by the agents,
as well as agents’ beliefs may be well represented as objects.
Another strong point of AORML is accounting for many of the agent’s cognitive characteristics. Besides belief (mentioned in the above paragraph), it also

models reactivity, and commitment/claim. An example of a reaction rule, modeling an agent’s reactive behavior, may be found in the previous section. This construct is very useful for expressing reactivity, which is one of the most important
features defining an agent. Section 5 also exemplifies the use of a commitment.
This is an important deontic modeling construct that allows the establishment
of some kind of contract between different agents. In our particular case, this was
very useful, because the agents of our scenario have been developed by different
parties (i.e. the hospital only developed Interact and AllPersonnelCP, while the
CASP Platform and FindAFriend are maintained by external parties).
Note that cognitive characteristics as beliefs, commitments, and reactivity
are vastly cited in literature but, except for a few logic models, there is not
a consistent method for expressing them as practical system elements. In this
sense, AORML provides a software engineering solution for such problem.
Finally, we found it very useful to model the domain actors (both humans
and organizations) as agents, using AOR’s human and institutional agents. This
enables the analysis of the relations and interactions between these agents, and
between them and the system components (AOR artificial agents). In general,
we believe agents are mostly useful when metaphorically representing not only
the system components but all involved stakeholders, providing a rich domain
model.
However, something appears to be missing in AORML. We felt the need for
an earlier stage of requirements analysis, which AORML does not particularly
supports. Currently, AOR proposes the use of UML Use Cases in the analysis phase, but we find these diagrams very poor for agent-oriented analysis. In
this sense, the Tropos Methodology [15] provides a better support, emphasizing
requirements engineering. We are currently investigating the possibility of combining Tropos and AORML, which may result in a more consistent methodology
for agent-oriented software engineering.

7

Conclusions

This paper presents AORML models of a particular health care scenario using a
context-aware services application and platform (i.e. the CASP Platform). The
use of the FindAFriend service, available through CASP, allowed the automatic
creation of new communities based on interest matches. These matches have been
discovered by analyzing the exchanged messages between agents and similarities
on their profiles. Other possible artifacts in this setting may be used in the
elicitation of contextual information, such as: published CVs from the hospital
staff, and form filled out by medical specialists about special health conditions
or patients.
The CASP Platform is flexible enough to enable the addition of new services
to support other kinds of interactions between the hospital staff (e.g., forums,
medical case studies, etc.), being thus very useful for Knowledge Management
practices in health care scenarios.

In addition to the development of new services as mentioned above, our
future research agenda also includes work on an agent-oriented methodology to
develop KM systems, based on the combination of existing software engineering
approaches, such as Tropos[15] and AORML.
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